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2019-2020 began with high hopes, embraced  

bold determination, and ended with deep 

appreciation for the strength of our Third 

Academy Independent Schools family. Yes, 

COVID-19 came upon us. But the overarching 

theme that carried us through was... ‘Fish’! We 

were on occasion a ‘School of Fish’, a ‘Family of 

Fish’, and even ‘Fish in Flux’. Perhaps this just isn’t 

true. The truth is that the world changed and our 

system adapted to the new reality.

Our vision remains ‘student success’. In order to 

achieve that we focused, in the beginning, on 

putting strong programming and supports in 

place both in Third Academy classrooms and in 

Willow Home Ed homes. High quality professional 

development, including retreats, tied the 2/3 

pre-COVID and 1/3 post-COVID year together. This 

enabled us to adapt and finish the year strongly. 

Our collective ‘shock’, as schools were ‘shut down’ 

in March 2020 marked a pause, a deep breath, 

and a ‘keep calm and move on’ for the sake of our 

children moment. Leadership at times of crises 

cannot be understated. I commend all students, 

parents, and staff for ‘sticking together as a family’. 

We have, indeed, proven our resiliency.

This Annual Report highlights information that is 

required by Alberta Education, gives an indication 

of the successes Third Academy Independent 

Schools has had in supporting our students and 

families, and charts our course for the future. The 

adoption of an ‘assurance model’ in Education will 

demand an updated Education Plan be submitted 

by 30 May 2021 in the appropriate format and 

posted on our website.

This Board has overseen a year of accomplishment 

on many fronts: quality programming including 

progress in our Literacy, Numeracy, Physical 

Literacy, and Expressive Arts Initiatives; high 

quality Professional Development opportunities 

for our staff, both internally and externally; 

continued effort in relationship building with 

key stakeholders; continued growth including 

expansion of the cohort of Edmonton students in 

our Willow Home Ed division; good governance; 

solid financial performance; approval to operate 

ursa, a distance education school; facility/capital 

improvements including establishment of a new 

school site for Third Academy West (Glenbrook) 

as part of our COVID response and improvements 

to Third Academy East (Acadia) in the creation of 

4 online teaching classrooms; ongoing efforts to 

purchase a new school home for 2022.

MESSAGE FROM THE 

BOARD CHAIR

•  We serve the families of our students.

•  We believe in developing open  
and honest relationships based  
on mutual respect.

•  We believe it is the responsibility 
of, and therefore takes, the whole 
community working in partnership  
to raise a child.

•  We are educators with a heart: caring, 
committed, qualified, understanding, 
accepting, loyal, thinking and feeling 
and acting ‘outside of the box’, going 
‘beyond the call of duty’, and who are 
ultimately flexible.

•  We believe in developing best 
practices through turning professional 
development into professional practice.

•  We are accountable, not only to Alberta 
Education in meeting standards and 
fiscal requirements, but directly to the 
families that we serve.

OUR  
PILLARS

OUR VISION 
STUDENT SUCCESS

OUR MISSION
To provide the best possible education  

by creating a positive, safe and caring,  

success-oriented learning environment,  

and by developing significant relationships  

with our students & families.
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A large part of this Annual Report is tied to the 

Accountability Pillars as reported by Alberta 

Education and posted at thirdacademy.ca. 

The May 2020 Accountability Pillar Overall 

Summary indicates improvement across 

the various Measure Categories, with Overall 

Evaluation ‘Excellent’ under Safe & Caring  

Schools, Citizenship, and School Improvement. 

Measure Categories Program of Studies,  

Education Quality, and Parental Involvement  

see Overall Evaluation ‘Good’. 

There is, nevertheless, always room to improve.  

We note, as well, general ‘slippage’ in current 

results from the previous year. A Communication 

Plan has been put in place to address this going 

forward. We need to keep in mind that the 

Accountability Pillars should be considered within 

Third Academy’s context: small school, a wholly 

special needs population, and progress that is not 

captured by the Accountability Pillars (in particular 

with the PAT/Diploma results). Student success –  

Third Academy’s vision – is in fact taking place 

every day in a real, individual, and measureable 

basis. Next year’s Accountability Pillars will also be 

impacted for the first time by feedback from ursa 

students, teachers, and parents.

We recognize the significant bursary support of 

the Ronald McDonald’s Children Charities, Prosser 

Charitable Foundation, ursa Bursary fund, the 

Gift of Literacy Bursary Fund, and the Ritvik Bale 

Memorial Bursary Fund.

Our Parent Advisory Councils (PACs) continue 

to make a major contribution to support 

programming through various fundraising/

marketing efforts including Bingos, Casinos,  

and the Run Santa Run! 2019 special event.  

PACs are an essential partner in Third Academy’s 

success at every level and this 2019-2020 year  

have contributed in excess of $132K towards 

specialized supports and programming.  

Thank you parents for your many volunteer  

hours on behalf of our children.

A short note about startup for the 2020-2021 

school year. There have been significant changes 

to the ‘shape’ of our system. While Third Academy 

enrollment remains stable, there has been a 

trebling of enrollments in Willow Home Ed and of 

course we’ve gone from zero to 72 students in our 

startup ursa. September startup was unsettled 

in some regions of the system but assertive 

intervention by system leadership re-established 

routine by the third week of September. I thank 

all students, parents, and staff for not only their 

patience and understanding but, moreover, their 

every effort to ensure that our system is working  

to achieve our vision: student success.

This Annual Report identifies four strategic foci: 

quality programming, fiscal strength, building our 

marketing/fundraising capacities, and developing 

strategic relationships. We will make this 

happen by continuing to support key personnel 

responsible to implement the proven strategies 

of previous years. Stability comes from having 

continuity in leadership, front line staff, long term 

facility commitments, and a reliable funding 

stream. Recruiting for specific skills and attributes 

is a top priority as we continue to grow. This also 

applies at the Board table. We will continue to 

advocate for the most enabling educational 

environment for families with children with special 

education needs. We will continue to support, 

grow, and lead in our Willow Home Ed division. 

The establishment of ursa – with home education, 

shared responsibility, and distance education 

under its belt – lands us squarely ‘in the right  

place at the right time’ to begin the 2020-2021 

academic year. Highest on the list of priorities  

remains the purchase of a new school building  

for September 2022.

This Board views its Three Year Education Plan 

as positive, fiscally responsible, and wholly 

accomplishable. The success of Third Academy 

Independent Schools’ education system depends 

on the combined efforts of all staff, parents, and 

students. Continued and growing support from 

the community at large is a key. What makes us 

succeed when others fail? Well, we are ‘a school 

with a heart’! 

Do not forget: It is our dream that binds us. It is 

our delivery each and every day in service to our 

families, our children, and the community at large 

that proves us. I invite everyone who ‘believes in’ 

everything we do to ‘serve the public good’ to 

‘take action’ in making our Dream School project 

a reality by 2022. The Board is actively pursuing a 

school site on the East Stoney Trail Corridor. 

Our theme for 2020-2021: Space.

LINDA MCKAY-PANOS
CHAIR - BOARD OF DIRECTORS



2019-2020 saw many accomplishments  

by our students, parents, and staff.

Students Grades 1-6 embraced our Fish  

theme, with much exploration of many  

things ‘fish’ related.

September was spent ‘building relationships’ 

between students, staff, and parents.

Grades 5-6 students enjoyed an overnight 

extended study trip to Drumheller at the end  

of September. For some of our students, this was 

their very first time away from home overnight by 

themselves. That’s a big step, especially when you 

are ‘sleeping with the dinosaurs’.

Students worked so very hard from school start 

up to Christmas. Thank you parents for working 

together with us to enable success for our 

students on a daily basis.

Parent Councils not only continued to work 

Bingos, but also coordinated the revival of our 

Run Santa Run! 2019 special fun run/walk event. 

Spring would see planned Casino events further 

contributing to an exceptional year for school 

fundraisers.

The Winter Concert was a chorus of ‘fish’  

inspired songs enjoyed by a packed room of 

parents, grandparents, family, and friends.

January classes began without a hitch as  

routines were well established.

In 1997 Dr. S. Lal Mattu, Founder, stated:

•  We are going to be a school, but more than  

a school… we will be a place to ‘heal’

•  We are going to be independent, but  

we will still serve the public good

•  Because we are here to serve families, we will 

ensure that bursaries are available to all those 

who cannot access the special education 

program that their child needs

THIRD ACADEMY NORTH  
ELEMENTARY PRINCIPAL’S REPORT

Overwhelmingly positive parental, student,  

and staff feedback was reflected in the February 

Accountability Surveys.

After 23 years, I thought I had seen it all. Then 

March came upon us… COVID-19 shocked the 

community into a whole different kind of program 

delivery – home based programming. I am proud 

to report that our students, parents, and staff rose 

to the occasion. In those cases where a print based 

program with digital support was not working, 

staff volunteered to visit students at home to 

provide a higher level of support. We did very well 

folks. That is something that I will never forget.

The year ended, as best we could, with celebration. 

Gifts were exchanged. Some tears of joy shed. We 

counted our blessings.

The lesson learned? That as long as we ‘stick 

together as a family’, we can get through all that 

this life will ‘throw’ our way. 

It has been and continues to be my deepest 

honour to be part of our Third Academy family.

Together, we will ensure our continued  

success for 2020-2021.

REHANA MATTU
PRINCIPAL

THIRD ACADEMY
PROGRAMMING
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PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

PHYSICAL  
LITERACY /  

EXPRESSIVE  
ARTS

LITERACY /
NUMERACY

THINK

FEEL
ACT

What we think affects 
how we act and feel

What we do affects  
how feel and think

How we feel affects  
what we think and do

PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT

= CHANGE

Sunil Mattu, Executive Director: Our therapeutic 

model is simple. After 24 years, it is proven. How 

can we help your child, your family, get to a place 

where they are ‘happy and learning’?
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It has been with excitement that I took on the 

Principalship for 2019-2020 and oversaw a year  

of many accomplishments. Having been a Teacher 

at Third Academy for the past 4 years and 20 

years previously as a teacher and administrator 

with other independent schools, I know that our 

students’ success is not only a matter of their 

determination but also that of their parents –  

who believe and support them always – and my 

staff – who are dedicated, deeply caring, and  

never ‘give up’. 

Relationship building during September saw 

Grades 7-9 students enjoy an extended study trip 

to Camp Kiwanis near Bragg Creek. And no one 

will forget the Grades 10-12 trip to the Stratford 

Festival/Southern Ontario that marked the 

culmination of our 2018-2019 school theme:  

The Wonderful World of Will. 

Students Grades 7-12 then embraced our 2019-

2020 ‘Fish’ theme, with much exploration of many 

things ‘fish’ related. Everyone – students, parents, 

and staff – worked together for success from 

school start up. Routines were well established. 

Parent Councils not only continued to  

work Bingos, but also coordinated the revival  

of our Run Santa Run! 2019 special fun run/walk 

event. Spring would see planned Casino events 

further contributing to an exceptional year for 

school fundraisers.

Then March came upon us… COVID-19 shocked  

the community into a whole different kind of 

program delivery: Home based programming.  

It is a testament to the resiliency of our students, 

staff, and parents that within two days lessons 

were being delivered online through CANVAS. 

And as time went on, this programming became 

stronger and stronger. Parental feedback was 

overwhelmingly positive. We all did our very  

best under extraordinary circumstances.

The lesson learned? That 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 

don’t have to be the ‘worst years of our lives’. In 

fact, we not only made 2019-2020 a success, but 

need to keep in mind that it is up to all of us – 

together – to make 2020-2021 the best we can.  

For the sake of our students, families, and school.

I leave Third Academy South in the capable hands 

of Christos Kazyas, Principal designate. 

I continue, nevertheless, ‘onwards and upwards’ 

on this educational adventure with ursa distance 

education and ursa shared programming.  

Our futures are indeed ‘bright’!

TRACY GILLULEY
PRINCIPAL

Willow Home Education / Traditional Home Education 

First established in 2014, Willow Home Ed has grown from 68 students to a 

current enrollment of 1464 in all communities across Alberta. Major nodes 

are in the Greater Calgary and Edmonton areas. Traditional Home Education 

means that parents have the ultimate flexibility to plan, instruct, and evaluate 

their child’s education at home with support from, and under the supervision 

of, a Willow Home Education Manager. What makes Willow Home Ed 

different? 1 Our Home Education Managers, all Alberta Certified teachers, 

understand your needs because they have all home educated their own 

children. 2 We are accepting of all families regardless of race, religion, creed, 

sexual orientation, or gender identity. 3 We believe in service. When you need 

help we ‘pick up our phone’.

ursa Shared 

For many families new to home education and for those who are looking 

for more support in junior high and the high school levels, an ursa Shared 

Responsibility program is the best choice. This means that part of the 

program is teacher directed and the balance is parent directed. Teacher 

directed programming is delivered distance online and/or print Grades 7-12 

and distance print with digital support Grades 1-6. It’s all about whatever 

works best for your family, while providing a quality education in a safe 

environment.

ursa Distance Online / Print 

Designed for motivated students Grades 1-12, ursa Distance offers distance 

online and/or print Grades 7-12 and distance print with digital support  

Grades 1-6. Your child will be taught their full program by an experienced 

distance education teacher anywhere in Alberta. Some courses – physed, 

music, drama, art – can be delivered onsite. ursa Distance is a good choice 

for families who are looking for flexibility in their child’s programming, want 

courses to be delivered at their child’s pace, are transitioning from traditional 

home education to teacher directed programming particularly at the High 

School levels, and is, for many families, a safety imperative given COVID-19.

URSAURSA MEANS MORE CHOICE IN HOME EDUCATION
THIRD ACADEMY  
JR / SR HIGH PRINCIPAL’S REPORT

HOME EDUCATION
PROGRAMMING
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2019-2020 has been a year unanticipated. 

Willow Home Ed started off with higher 

enrollments, as growth continued year on  

year, with new students and families joining. 

Our Willow Home Ed Managers – professionals 

committed to serve you – were up to the task.  

It continues to be my privilege to lead this group.

I am always delighted to hear of the many  

success stories of our students. Our September 

extended study trip with home education 

students to Ribbon Creek in Kananaskis was  

the beginning of many highlights to come. The 

Willow Home Ed community will have been able 

to share in these many accomplishments through 

our Willow Grove newsletter and also on our 

Friends of Willow Facebook group.

The approval of ursa in the spring will have 

impacts on Willow Home Ed for years to come. 

The most positive impact is that our home 

education families now have a broader range 

of programming choices: traditional home 

education, shared responsibility, and distance 

online/print programming. We continue to be 

accepting of ‘all families’ across Alberta and 

we continue to only employ Home Education 

Managers who have home educated their  

own children.

The community responded to the global 

pandemic by shifting the way supervision was 

provided by adopting technology for home visits. 

We also on boarded SchoolCloud, a customized 

Student Information System. There were growing 

pains that were compounded by the ‘rush’ 

to home school for September 2020. I thank 

everyone for their patience and understanding 

during these unprecedented times.

Change is the only constant. The first thing is 

that with all the names there has been some 

confusion. We have begun the transition of 

rebranding and ursa – the school to which Willow 

Home Ed and Willow Shared is attached – will 

rename as ursa home ed, ursa shared, and ursa 

distance going forward. We will continue to 

support home education programming in the 

years to come, with 1464 ursa Home Ed and 72 

ursa shared students currently on our role. Growth 

is being planned now for September 2021 – across 

the province for ursa shared and in the Edmonton 

region for ursa home ed.

Change is the only constant. The second thing 

is that, with the rebranding, will come renewed 

foci on improving our website and social media 

platforms. These platforms need to serve our 

tech savvy community better as communication 

portals. We also want these platforms to reflect 

the diversity of the community we serve.

Change is the only constant. Finally, I pledge to 

improve communication at all levels within ursa. 

Good communication is a ‘two way street’ in which 

both parties not only say what they need to, but 

also understand what the other party means. The 

medium through which communication is most 

effective is also critical. In January 2021, families 

will be asked to participate in surveys to better 

inform my Leadership Team not only how we can 

improve communication, but also how we can 

overall improve how ursa serves every one of our 

students and families.

JOE SMITH
ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL

WILLOW HOME ED 
ASSOCIATE PRINCIPAL’S REPORT

Delivering a quality distance education program  

is not simply a matter of hiring teachers and 

turning on your computer.

Under Tracy Gilluley’s, Principal ursa, leadership 

we have brought together a team of dedicated 

distance education teachers with over 200 years 

of experience. We have invested in a state of the 

art Learning Management System - CANVAS. We 

have taken the time to onboard our students. We 

continue to engage in high-quality professional 

development, including Convergence 2020 

led by ATLE. We are delivering over 80 course 

streams and are continually building new course 

content. The onsite music, art, and drama classes 

are well attended and the parent feedback is 

overwhelmingly positive. Our student count is  

72 (19 elementary, 27 junior high, 19 senior high,  

7 LYNX). Our start-up is doing very well!

Having said that, we are planning to do better. 

In January 2021, survey tools will be developed. 

We need parent, student, and staff feedback in 

order to drive our focus on improvement. ursa’s 

school plan will be developed by March 2021 and 

resourced in our May budgeting cycle. This is a 

thoughtful effort to provide more programming 

choices to Alberta families, whether it be in-home 

education, distance education, or something 

completely different like our LYNX program.

Our ‘new normal’ means that distance education 

represents a choice for program delivery that 

would suit many families. ursa knows that 

student success comes with placing the ‘right 

student in the right program with an excellent 

teacher and strong online curriculum’. Junior/

Senior High students are motivated learners. 

Elementary students will continue to receive a 

distance print based program with digital support. 

Onsite programming choices will continue, with 

the possibility of a ‘Saturday school’ model being 

adopted to accommodate more families and 

better support teacher professional development.

A core value is ‘service’. By listening to you, the 

families that we serve, we will continue to get 

better, together. In response to requests from 

abroad, ursa is currently exploring a means 

to deliver distance online programming to 

international students living abroad. In this way, 

students all over the world will be given access to 

a world-class Alberta education. Thank you all for 

your support in making the dream of ursa a reality.

SUNIL MATTU
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
WILLOW HOME ED, URSA SHARED, URSA DISTANCE

A MESSAGE ABOUT THE 

FUTURE OF URSA
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It is with deepest humility that I make this  

report to all the families that it is the privilege  

for us to serve.

This past year was, indeed, like no other. It tested 

all of us. Demanded courage. Changed us forever. 

Nevertheless, the Third Academy/Willow Home Ed 

community has proven our resiliency.  

This was done by:

 • ‘sticking together’ as a family

 •  responding to the COVID wave ‘respectfully’, 
rather than in fear

 •  continuing to deliver quality programming

 •  supporting, understanding, and forgiving  
one another as we found our way through 

stormy seas. 

I encourage everyone to keep all those lessons 

learned close at heart as we boldly forge forward 

this 2020-2021 academic year.

With this in mind, I thank everyone who has 

played a part in our ongoing success. If our  

system were considered a ‘stool’, we would see 

‘three solid legs’ supporting our foundation. 

There has been considerable effort made by 

Third Academy, Willow Home Ed, and our new 

ursa community to make things happen. This 

represents a beautiful opportunity to develop our 

foundation. I am grateful for the leadership of 

Principals Rehana Mattu, Joe Smith, Tracy Gilluley, 

and Christos Kazyas. 

A special note about LYNX. This new choice in 

education initiative allows for a combination of 

distance online and outdoor, cross curricular, 

experiential based learning in the Bow Valley 

Corridor. Personally, this represents an exciting 

opportunity to do something completely different 

in education and in so doing answer Sir David 

Attenborough’s call. Where LYNX shall go, I do  

not know… but I am ready to explore.

For 2021-2022, the system will expand into ECS 

programming, both for students with special 

education needs and typical learners. In order  

to do this, we need to:

 •  continue to enculture our growing  

community of families and staff

 • develop our leadership capacity

 •  stay focused, dream big, make it happen

And always remember, as our Founder Dr. S. Lal 

Mattu stated: together, we make the difference.

SUNIL MATTU 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

REPORT OF THE  
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

INTRODUCING  
LYNX EDUCATION

Your child’s new classroom is a breath of fresh 

air. LYNX offers Bow Valley Corridor students 

in grade 6 through 8 an exciting alternative 

to the conventional classroom. New for the 

2020-2021 school year, our program combines 

teacher-directed online instruction in the core 

subjects of Math and English Language Arts 

following the Alberta Program of Studies with 

experiential learning in all other subjects led by 

a teacher in the setting of the Bow Valley. Every 

weekday morning, students attend classes online, 

participating in engaging lessons and discussions 

with their class teachers and a group of other 

students throughout Alberta with a maximum  

of 18 students per class.

LYNX students then assemble for the afternoon  

in their classroom without walls and explore 

subjects- including Science, Social Studies, Art, 

and Physical Education- through a naturalistic 

inquiry and project based mode of learning.

Instead of studying ecology through a book, 

LYNX students will learn by walking through a 

subalpine forest. Rather than discussing water 

quality, they will take samples in different 

locations along a flowing river. They will not just 

learn about the political process, but instead get 

involved by engaging with members of their local 

government. They will meet and interact with local 

artisans to discover how tradition, knowledge, 

and skilled hands transform raw materials into 

treasured products. Rather than being taught  

life and social skills, they will instead develop  

and practice these skills with members of the 

broader community.

LYNX students will gain a deep appreciation 

and understanding of their environment and 

their place within in it. The lynx is known for its 

remarkable eyesight, giving it the ability to see 

what other animals cannot. LYNX students will be 

able to move beyond the textbook and physical 

classroom to visualize, experience, appreciate, and 

understand their place within the world. They will 

be prepared to be the leaders of tomorrow.

 10
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THE YEAR
AT A GLANCE 

HOPE  HEAL  SUCCEED
DREAM SCHOOL CAPITAL CAMPAIGN 

IN 2019-2020 
PARENT ADVISORY  

COUNCILS
CONTRIBUTED

$132,000

$240,602

$4,928,593

$4,687,991

$6,282,948

ENROLLMENT 

THE YEAR 2019-2020 ENDED 
WITH A SURPLUS OF

2019-2020 REVENUE

2019-2020 EXPENSES

BUDGET 2020-2021

It is now time for Third Academy Independent 

Schools to grow, to offer more children access to 

the quality program that they need and deserve. 

We need to buy a new school building to meet 

this need. Our dream school is larger than our 

current, dated space. We will have space for more 

classrooms, labs, break out spaces, washrooms, 

music and drama classrooms as well as offices for 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
LINDA MCKAY-PANOS
Chair

BOWDIE BRAGG 
Treasurer

BLAKE BRUNETTE
Past Chair

BOBBI FERGSTAD 
Director

SHANNON MCKENNA
Director

ZELJKO PURIC
Director

MANU CHUGH
Director

DAVID BERESFORD
Director

PATRONS
GLENN OLSON
BEARCAT MURRAY 
OMNATH CHANNON 
ASHID BAHL
DR. BILLY GILLILAND

FOUNDING PATRON
ED WHALEN 

AMBASSADOR AT LARGE
DR. S. LAL MATTU

specialized services like psychology, speech  

& language pathology, and occupational therapy. 

With your support, we will buy a dream school 

focused on being child centered, flexible, and 

functional. And yes, we will have a proper 

gymnasium and, for the first time, playing fields 

and playground structures on site. The ‘dream 

school’ capital campaign fundraising goal: $3MM.

11
90

BUSES  
TRANSPORT
STUDENTS  
DAILY

$933,865
NET ASSETS

2019-2020

741
2020-2021

1657

2019-2020
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